The main purpose of the present article is to solve this riddle. Let L (X ) denote the algebra of all operators acting on the complex, infinite dimensional Banach space X, and let 3C (X ) denote the ideal of all compact operators (so that a e (R) is the spectrum of the canonical projection R G L(X) in the quotient Calkin algebra L(X)/X(X)).
THEOREM 1. IfT£L(X) and S G L (y ) are quasisimilar, then each component of a e (S) intersects cr e (T), and viceversa.
The proof of this theorem is the content of Section 3. In Section 4 we shall discuss some consequences of this result for the case when X = y = 9i is a separable Hilbert space, along with several related examples. Among other results, the article includes the answers to two questions of L. A. Fialkow [10] about the structure of the quasisimilarity orbits of a quasinilpotent Hilbert space operator and of an operator with disconnected spectrum. A simple example shows that quasisimilarity can modify the structure of the invariant subspace Received December 8, 1987 and in revised form July 12 1988 . This research has been partially supported by a Grant of the National Science Foundation. This paper is dedicated to my friend and colleague Chandler Davis, on his first sixty first birthday lattice so deeply that it does not even preserve reflexivity. (An operator T G L (X ) is called reflexive if every A in L (X ) that leaves invariant every subspace of T is necessarily a weak limit of polynomials in T.)
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Preliminary results.
The notion of quasisimilarity was introduced by B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foia §, in connection with their Harmonic Analysis of contractions in Hilbert space [24] [25] [26] . Quasisimilarity preserves the existence of hyperinvariant subspaces [19] , although it does not preserve the structure of the lattice of hyperinvariant subspaces [13] .
If XT = SX and TY = YS (X, Y quasiaffinities), then it is an easy exercise to check that
X[q-\T)p{T)] = [q-\S)p(S)X] and [q-{ (T)p(T)]Y = Y[q~\S)p(S)]
for all pairs of polynomials (p, q), provided q has no roots in a(T)Ua(S). Indeed,
X f(J) = f(S)X and f(T)Y = Y f(S) for each function / analytic on some neighborhood of cr(T) U v(S).
For each complex À,
Xker(A -T) C ker(A -S) and Fker(A -S) C ker(A -T) and nul(A -T) = nul(A -S) and nul(A -T)* = nul(A -S)*, where nul A = dim ker A. Thus, if either ker(A -T) or ker(A -S) is finite dimensional, then Xker(A -T) = ker(A -S) and yker(A -S) = ker(A -T).
Recall that A G L (X ) is a semi-Fredholm operator if ran A : = AX is a subspace (i.e.; a closed linear manifold) and at least one of the cardinal numbers nul A and nul A* is finite. In this case, the index of A is defined by Another important (and easy to prove) property of quasisimilarity is that it preserves multiplicity. More precisely, T G L (X ) is n-multicyclic if there exist e\, e2,..., e n £ X such that
(where V denotes "the closed linear span of"), but no set of n -1 vectors has the above property. If T and S are quasisimilar and T is «-multicyclic, then so is S.
, and X : X -• J and Y : J -• X are quasiaffinities such that AT = SX and 7Y = FS, and a is a component of cr e (S) such that cr DovCO = 0. Since a e (S) is compact, o is the intersection of the clopen subsets of o e (S) including it. Therefore, there exist a clopen subset a* of (j e (S) and a connected open set fi C C such that a C a Cil C C\^(7).
Furthermore, by replacing (if necessary) ft by a smaller set, and by using the properties of the semi-Fredholm operators, we can directly assume that ft is bounded, its boundary, dft, consists of finitely many pairwise disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves, ft ~ D a e (T) = 0, and X -T and A -S are Fredholm operators such that nul(A -T) and nul(A -S) are constant for all A in dft.
Clearly, this observation reduces the proof of Theorem 1 to that of the following. 
Claim. Let T G L(X\ S
Since £l~ r\a e (T) = 0,£(r) has finite rank. Since X has dense range, we infer that E(S) is also a finite rank operator; therefore E(S) is compact.
But this is clearly equivalent to saying that il~ P\a e (S) -0. (Consider the canonical projection of the contour integral defining E(S) in the Calkin algebra £(90/^C(90)-This was, basically, the argument used in [12] .)
Fix some /x in dO; then ran(/x -7) and ran(/x -5) are subspaces and have codimension n in X and, respectively, in fX"-Let {f i, fi, • •-, f n} C IX be any set of (necessarily linearly independent) n vectors in y such that V{/ ; }" =1 complements ran(/i -S). Since X has dense range, the //s can be chosen so that fj -Xe } for a suitable (necessarily linearly independent) set {e\ 1 e^^..., e n } of n vectors in X ; moreover, it is easily seen that these vectors can be chosen so that \J{ejYj=\ complements ran(/i -T). Let It is easily seen that (ran X)~ = 9^ implies (ran
If 9^/^£ is finite dimensional, then it readily follows that 9i has a finite dimensional complement in y, and n na e (S) = n n<7,(s|iA0 = 0.
If y /$i is infinite dimensional, then so is X /94. Since II Dcr^(r) = 0, it is not difficult to deduce that ûnMf) = 0. 
therefore, there is a j in 94 such that
Since (/i -T)(x -j) = 0 and (/i -T) is injective, we deduce that x -y ^ 94 and therefore x = Ô; that is, (/i -7) is injective.
Since il ~ is a connected, compact subset of{À G C : (À -f) is Fredholm of index 0}, we infer that ker(À -T) = {0} for all but finitely many À's in fî ~, and that ft ~ n o(t) is a finite (possibly empty) subset of normal eigenvalues of the operator T.
By replacing, if necessary, fl by a slightly smaller open set ft' with the same characteristics as fl(/x G dil'), we can directly assume that A -? is invertible for all À G dO. It readily follows that E(T) is a well-defined finite rank operator.
We conclude as in Case 0, that E(S) also has finite rank, and a na e (S) = n n^cs) = 0. Indeed as remarked in the proof of Case 1), the only relevant property of X that we need here is the fact that this operator has dense range.
This completes the proof of our claim. As we have already observed, it readily follows from this fact that each component of a e 
(S) intersects a e (T). By a symmetric reasoning, each component of o e (T) intersects a e (S).
From the proof of Theorem 1, we immediately derive the following result. with respect to the orthonormal basis {e n }™ =l of the Hilbert space fH. Let S* be the backward shift with respect to the same basis (defined by S*e\ = 0,S*e n = e n -\ for n ^ 2); then a straightforward computation shows that
S*H(r) = H(r)(rS*),
and therefore
H(r)S = (rS)H(r).
By using this trivial example, it is very easy to construct examples of quasisimilar operators A and B such that not every component of ai e (A)(a re (A) ) intersects ai e (B)(a re (B), resp) , and viceversa, not every component of ai e (B)(a re (B) In particular, {a m } meZ and {£ m } mG z can be chosen so that {a m }D{b n } = 0. By taking adjoints, we have analogous examples with the roles of <7/ e (-) and Grei') interchanged (see also [27] , [28] ).
These examples show that a e (J) cannot be replaced by (Ji e (T) or a re (T) in Corollary 4. They also illustrate the difficulties that we may find in proving Stampfli's result [23, Theorem 9] : ai re (T)nai re (S) =£ 0 whenever T and S are quasisimilar.
An alternative proof of this result (indeed, a mild improvement of it) can be easily obtained as a corollary of Theorem 1 : 
{A G C : | A -(3\ < e} C {A G C : nul(A -T) = nul(A -S) = oo} ctr«(r)n(7,(5) (and similarly for the cases when ind(A -T) --oo or ind(A -S) = ±o°).
In particular, f3 ^ a.
Let 7 be a smooth Jordan arc in 11, joining a with /?, and let // be the first point of 7 (when moving from a to (3) such that /i G crfl cr^OS).
Then /x G a e (T) (1 a e (S); but /i tf. Gi re (T)noi re (S) implies (exactly as above with (3) that a e (J)C\a e (S) includes an open disk centered at //, which contradicts the définition of \i.
Hence, Let {ay} and {fa} be countable dense subsets of T and, respectively, A, and define
tieaire(T)r\(j lre (S)nn.

T = ®L(ccj)
and S = 0L(ft). 
A G L (H ), A quasisimilar to T =» A G S (T)~ ? (Here S(T) = {WTW~l :WeL(?()is
invertible} is the similarity orbit of T.) For which 7's does
AeL(M), A quasisimilar to T => a(T) C a(A)l
As a corollary of Theorem 1, we have the following result along the lines of [10] (see also [15] ). THEOREM 
Suppose that T,A G L (H ) are quasisimilar operators, and T satisfies the conditions (1) interior ai re (T) = 0, (2) if p, G (Tire(T) and ind (À -T) is constant on il\ai re (T) for some neighbourhood fl of p, then that index is finite and {p} is a component of a e (T), and (3) furthermore, if p is an isolated point of a e (T), and k^ is the function defined by
,/AxfA -//, on some neighborhood of \x 
where T denotes the canonical projection T in the Calkin algebra. Then a(T) C a(A) and A G S(T)~.
Proof Since T and A are quasisimilar,
for all A G C and all k -1,2,.... In particular,
ind(A -A) = ind(A -T) for all A G p s -p (A).
On the other hand, (1) and (2) 
and Theorem 1 imply that ai re (A) D oi re (T), (i e (A) D cr e (T), and each component of cJi re {A) intersects (J e {T).
It readily follows that a(A) D cr(T). Moreover, by using these observations and (3), it follows from [4, Theorem 9.2] that A G S(T)~.
The result of Theorem 6 is "almost sharp", in the following sense: if T fails to satisfy (1), (2) 
or (3), then there exists T G L{9() with the same spectral characteristics as T, such that A! rf S(T')~ for some A' G L(J{) quasisimilar to T'. (If T fails to satisfy (1) or (2), then we can find T and A! as above so that T G S{A!)~ and o e (A!) is a proper subset of a e (T') = a e (T). If T satisfies (1) and (2), but not (3), then a(A) D a(T) and a e (A) D a e (T) for each A G L (9{ ) quasisimilar to T; in this case we can construct T' with cr(T') = G(T\a e (T') = a e (T\
Once again, we have G P (T) C cr qn (T) C o^CO C cr ap (T).
For every normal operator T on a Hilbert space, or even for every decomposable operator T on a Banach space, a(T) = c/^ÇT). But a qn (T) -0 if, for instance, 7 is normal and its spectral measure has no atoms (see [1] and [6] for definition and properties of the decomposable operators).
(e) Given a Hilbert space operator T, let
(T)q S = {A £ L {Of ) : A is quasisimilar to T}
denote the quasisimilarity orbit of T.
In [10, Question 2.16], L. A. Fialkow asked which nilpotent or quasinilpotent operators Q on H satisfy the inclusion (Q) qs CS(Q)~.
Here is a partial answer to this question. PROPOSITION 
. (i) // Q G L{ïH) is a finite rank nilpotent, then (GV = S(Q) = {A ££(?{): S (Ay -S(QV}.
( (ii) Let q n denote the nX n(n^ 1) Jordon nilpotent cell in L(C n ). If Q has the form of (ii), then it follows from [3] is the canonical orthonormal basis of C km ), then it is easy to check that Q" is a universal quasinilpotent quasisimilar to Q e . Clearly, Q" tf S(Q e )~ [16, Chapter 8] .
ii) If Qis a nilpotent of infinite rank, then (Q) qs
A complete answer to Fialkow's question for the case when g is a non universal quasinilpotent that is not nilpotent is, most probably, a hopeless task. Proposition 7 (iv) illustrates some of the difficulties involved in the problem. On the other hand, the proof of Proposition A3.1 of [4] shows that, in many cases, given a quasinilpotent operator Q and e > 0, it is possible to find K e G %(H), with \\K e \\ < e, such that Q e = Q + K e is a strictly cyclic operator. (The reader is referred to this last reference for definition and properties of algebras of finite strict multiplicity.)
Thus, if the above conjecture is true, and Q has the above described form, then arbitrarily small compact perturbations of Q will produce quasinilpotent operators with radically different behaviour with respect to the relation between (GV and 5(G)". Similarly, we can write N = 0^= x Nk and find N' k similar to Nk such that
Therefore, there exist unit vectors e*, f k such that
Thus, we can write If sup^ | | X* / k || = °°, it is immediate that 94 ' and 9\i ' cannot be complementary. Assume that ||X*/*|| ^ C for all k ^ 1 (for some C > 0); then ||V*/*|I = 1 + C, and
satisfies HSCn/^H ^ C + 1 + 1/fc ^ C + 2.
Since S{X k f k ) + e k G 94 C fW\ the distance from the unit sphere of 9f to fAf ' cannot exceed \\gk\\l\\S(V k f k )\\ < (C + 2)/* -0(* -oo).
Once again, we conclude that 94' and fA£' cannot be complementary subspaces. Since À -B is bounded below for all A in the unit disk, so are À -Z?| fW+ and À -#|fW_, so that these two operators are semi-Fredholm of negative index.
Hence, for À = 0, we have ind£ = -1 < -2^ ind£|fM+ + ind B\M-
= ind(B\M+)®(B\M-).
Therefore, B cannot be quasisimilar to (B\ft{ + ) ($(B\!M-).
(h) We close this article with an example that "has been in the air" for several years. Define Since g m is not reflexive and the invariant subspace lattice of S "splits" (that is, S 9vi (I'M if and only if M = 0^= 1 M n , where f TWj , is invariant under q n for all n = 1,2,...), S cannot be reflexive.
